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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the communications technology field, and in particular, to a method and an
apparatus for supporting time shift playback in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] There are multiple manners for a user to use a terminal device to acquire and play multimedia content. Typical
manners are a manner of downloading the multimedia content to a local disk over a HTTP file download or a P2P file
download and then playing the multimedia content, a traditional streaming media manner (RTP/RTCP for data trans-
mission and RTSP for play control), online live broadcast/Video on Demand over P2P streaming media manner, HTTP
progressive download (HTTP Progressive Download), and the like. Based on the HTTP progressive download, an
enhanced streaming media transmission manner based on an HTTP protocol is developed, which is referred to as the
HTTP streaming (HTTP Streaming) transmission solution. This solution supports dynamic bit rate adaptation, that is, is
capable of dynamically selecting, according to the available bandwidth (Bandwidth) between a client and a server, a
media segment with a bit rate matching the available bandwidth in real time during a playing process, so as to provide
a user with high-quality play experience. Therefore, this solution is also referred to as HTTP adaptive streaming (HTTP
Adaptive Streaming, HAS) or adaptive HTTP streaming (Adaptive HTTP Streaming). In the 3GPP SA4 R9 standard, the
HTTP adaptive streaming solution may further be classified into a static mode (static mode) and a dynamic mode
(dynamic mode) according to content-preparation modes (Content-Preparation Modes). In the static content preparation
(content preparation) mode, media content transmitted over HTTP serves as static content, and an HTTP server does
not need to prepare content in any manner because content preparation is completed in advance; in the dynamic content
service mode, the HTTP streaming server dynamically tailors (tailor) streaming content for the client based on a request
of the client.
[0003] During a live broadcast process, as a media segment for a following time period has not been generated yet,
a media presentation description (MPD, Media Presentation Description) or a playlist (for brevity, only the MPD is
mentioned subsequently, but the description also applies to the playlist) cannot include acquisition information, such as
a URL, of the media segment for the following time period. However, if related information, such as the content encoding
format, encapsulation format, resolution, bit rate, and language, of the media segment for the following time period is
known, and a corresponding URL address for acquisition can be allocated in advance for a media segment for a short
following time period, it is possible to provide description information of the media segment for the following time period
in advance. However, content with another source may need to be inserted subsequently during the live broadcast and
the accurate end time point of the live broadcast may not be known. Therefore, media presentation description information
for a long following time period cannot be provided. This brings the following problem: it is probable that the media
presentation description information for the following time period for live media presentation cannot be provided all at
once like Video on Demand content when being accessed by the client, and the media presentation description information
for the following time period needs to be gradually added in the MPD as time goes on. In this manner, the client needs
to continuously acquire updated MPD to obtain the media presentation description information for the following time
period and thereby has a corresponding URL to acquire a media segment and play the media segment.
[0004] The MPD may be updated in two manners. (a) Enable the MPD to include the media presentation description
information for all time periods (time-line) since the live broadcast starts. This manner brings the problem that as time
goes on, the MPD includes a longer time period and accordingly the MPD includes more description information. In this
case, the size of the MPD increases gradually and the client needs to acquire MPD larger than the previous MPD each
time requesting updated MPD. Therefore, this manner is comparatively applicable to live media presentation of a short
duration. (b) Perform an update in sliding window (Sliding window) mode: Enable updated MPD to include only the
description information of a media segment for a time period close to the current time point. For example, typically, only
media presentation description information for the latest 10 minutes to 1 hour may be included, and media presentation
description information exceeding the time period is not included in the updated MPD. In this manner, if accessing when
the live broadcast starts, the client locally creates a playlist and sequentially adds time periods included in subsequent
updated MPDs to the local playlist, so as to obtain a complete playlist with the time period when the live broadcast starts
to the time period included in the current MPD, thereby achieving the same effect as manner (a). In manner (b), if the
client accesses at a certain time point after the live broadcast starts, an updated MPD it acquires includes only the media
presentation description information for a time period close to the access time point and may not include the media
presentation description information for the time period when the live broadcast starts. In this case, the client cannot
seek back (seek back) to an earlier time point (for example, the time shift or playback function). Therefore, when providing
MPD, the HTTP streaming server needs to determine the duration of a time period of media description information
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included in the MPD. The total duration of time periods included in the MPD may affect behaviors of performing play/pause
and Seek operations by the client in a live broadcast session. A longer total duration of the time periods indicates a
longer playlist included, a longer time period in which the client is capable of performing a pause operation without losing
its location in the live broadcast playlist, and a larger time range that the client is capable of seeking. However, if MPD
including a longer total duration of time periods is determined, a higher network load is brought. As the client needs to
update the MPD frequently, although the size of each MPD file is generally small, the accumulation of each update is
considerable.
[0005] 3GPP DRAFT, S4-100020, 2010-01-20, "Format for HTTP Streaming Media Presentation Description", provided
the syntax for the MPD, reusing elements of SMIL for playlists and providing extensions to accommodate use cases
raised in other proposals to facilitate consensus.
[0006] 3GPP DRAFT, S4-AHI139, 2009-12-15, "Data format for HTTP-Streaming Media Description", described re-
using existing formats. Additionally, the use of a format which is already supported by many PSS clients allows for much
simpler enhancement of these clients.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide a method and apparatus for supporting time shift playback in
adaptive http streaming transmission solution.
[0008] A method for supporting time shift playback in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution includes:

sending a live media presentation description, MPD, request message to a media server;
receiving a response message returned from the media server that comprises a current MPD for a current time
period, wherein the current MPD comprises media presentation information for previous time periods, and the media
presentation information for each previous time period comprises the previous time period and an address of previous
MPD for the previous time period;
determining that a moment of a media segment to be requested currently exceeds a time range corresponding to
the current MPD, and determining, according to the media presentation information for previous time periods, an
address of previous MPD corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently; and
acquiring the corresponding previous MPD according to the address of previous MPD, and requesting, from the
media server according to the acquired previous MPD, the media segment to be requested currently.

[0009] A client includes:

a sending module, configured to send an MPD request message to a media server;
a receiving module, configured to receive a response message returned from the media server that comprises a
current MPD for a current time period, wherein the current MPD further comprises media presentation information
for previous time periods, and the media presentation information for each previous time period comprises the
previous time period and an address of previous MPD for the previous time period;
a determining module, configured to determine that a moment of a media segment to be requested currently exceeds
a time range corresponding to the current MPD, and determine, according to the media presentation information
for previous time periods, an address of previous MPD corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently;
and
an acquiring module, configured to acquire the corresponding previous MPD according to the address of previous
MPD, and request, from the media server according to the acquired previous MPD, the media segment to be
requested currently.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010]

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of a method for supporting time shift playback in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission
solution according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a method for supporting time shift playback in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission
solution according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a basic block diagram of a client according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a basic block diagram of a media server according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of specific implementation of a method for supporting time shift playback in an adaptive HTTP
streaming transmission solution according to an embodiment of the present invention;
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FIG. 6 is a flow chart of specific implementation of a method for supporting time shift playback exceeding a time
shift range in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a flow chart of specific implementation of a method for seamless switching between live broadcast and
Video on Demand in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 8 is a flow chart of specific implementation of a method for seamless switching between live broadcast and
Video on Demand in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution according to an embodiment of the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Embodiment 1

[0011] Referring to FIG. 1, embodiment 1 of the present invention provides a method for supporting time shift playback
or seamless switching between a live broadcast and Video on Demand in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission
solution. The method includes:

A1: Send a live media presentation description MPD request message to a media server.
A client requests live MPD, for example, according to a URL address for acquiring the live MPD. The MPD is updated
frequently, and therefore this step may be repeated multiple times as required. The client may be disposed in a
mobile terminal, a set-top box, or other user equipment receiving media streams.
A2: Receive a response message that includes MPD for a current time period and is returned by the media server,
where the MPD further includes media presentation information for another time period.

[0012] Assume that the current time period is a time interval [a, b]. The media server returns the currently latest MPD.
The client processes the MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the URL address of a media segment. The
MPD further includes media presentation information for another time period. The another time period herein may be
classified into two cases:

(1) The client creates a local playlist completely based on the latest MPD currently acquired. In this case, a time
period out of the time interval [a, b],for example, a time period before time point "a" for live broadcast, included in
the current MPD, is referred to as another time period; and
(2) The client create a local playlist based on the latest MPD currently acquired, and further based on a time period
included in an MPD previously acquired. A client that accesses after the live broadcast starts is capable of creating
a playlist of all time periods within a range from the first MPD it received to the currently latest MPD it receives.
Assuming that the range is the time interval [a’, b] (wherein a’≤ a), a time period out of the time interval [a’, b] (for
example, < a’) is referred to as another time period. In another example, a live broadcast client had accessed when
the live broadcast started, but a local playlist it maintains has a restriction on the total duration (for example, Local-
ListDuration). In this case, the time period it maintains is [b-LocalListDuration, b], and a time period out of this time
period is referred to as another time period.

[0013] A3: Determine that the moment of a media segment to be requested currently exceeds the time range corre-
sponding to the MPD, and determine, according to the media presentation information for another time period, the media
presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently.
[0014] The client first judges whether the moment of the requested media segment exceeds the current time range.
For example, the time range of the playlist maintained by the client is [a, b], and if the start time of the requested media
segment is c (c < a), the moment of the media segment exceeds the time range; if the start time of the requested media
segment is d (a ≤ d ≤ b), the moment of the media segment does not exceed the time range. Judge whether the MPD
provides the media presentation information corresponding to a time period that includes the moment of the requested
media segment. For example, for time point c that exceeds the time range, if time range [e, f] covered by media presentation
information in the MPD exists and the condition e ≤ c ≤ f is satisfied, it is considered that such media presentation
information exists. An example of actual application may further include judging whether multiple pieces of media pres-
entation information corresponding to the time period that includes the moment of the requested media segment exist
in the MPD. If yes, the client may select one from multiple pieces of MPD media presentation information according to
a selection policy. In an example of actual application, the selection policy may include one or a combination of the
following cases: (1) If the MPD information further includes availability time (for example, availablilityStart; availabilityEnd
is optional), the current time needs to satisfy the requirement of the availability time; (2) if time periods included in the
media presentation information overlap, the piece of media presentation information corresponding to the MPD time
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period with the lowest overlap ratio to the time period of the local playlist maintained by the client may be selected; (3)
if time periods of several MPDs do not overlap with the time period of the local playlist or the overlap ratios of time periods
of several MPDs to the time period of the local playlist are the same, a piece of media presentation information may be
selected randomly, for example, the first piece of media presentation information that satisfies the condition, the piece
of media presentation information whose start time is the closest to the time of the requested media segment, or the
piece of media presentation information whose start time has a greatest time difference from the current time; (4) another
possible selection policy.
[0015] A4: Acquire, according to the media presentation information, the MPD corresponding to the media segment
to be requested currently, and request, from the media server according to the acquired MPD, the media segment to
be requested currently.
[0016] The client acquires the URL address of the MPD from the media presentation information and requests the
MPD for the corresponding time period from the server; and the server returns the corresponding MPD. The client
processes the acquired MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and the URL address of the media segment, and adds
(or replaces) the obtained playlist to the playlist locally maintained. The client requests the media segment corresponding
to the MPD, constructs a media segment request, and sends it to the server. The following steps may further be included:
The client receives the media segment corresponding to the request and is returned by the server; and the client
sequentially requests media segments following this media segment until a user performs another play control operation,
all media segments in the playlist are requested and played, or an MPD update occurs.
[0017] In Embodiment 1, live MPD request message is sent to a media server; a response message that includes the
MPD for the current time period and is returned by the server is received, where the MPD further includes media
presentation information for another time period; a media segment to be requested currently is determined to exceed
the time range corresponding to the MPD, and the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment
to be requested currently is determined according to the MPD information for another time period; the corresponding
MPD is acquired according to the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested
currently and includes the URL address of the required MPD, and the media segment to be requested currently is
requested from the media server according to the acquired corresponding MPD.
[0018] In this manner, the client supports time shift and playback of a larger time range, and at the same time, the
size of the MPD is capable of remaining in an acceptable range.

Embodiment 2

[0019] Referring to FIG. 2, Embodiment 2 of the present invention provides a method for supporting time shift playback
or seamless switching between live broadcast and Video on Demand in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission
solution. The method includes:

B1: Receive a live MPD request message sent by a client.

[0020] The MPD is updated frequently, and therefore this step may be repeated multiple times as required.
[0021] B2: Send a response message that includes the MPD for the current time period to the client, where the MPD
includes media presentation information for another time period.
[0022] This step has been described in detail in step A2, and therefore details are not provided herein.
[0023] B3: Receive from the client a MPD request message exceeding a time range.
[0024] The client acquires the URL address of the MPD from the media presentation information, and requests the
MPD for a corresponding time period from the server.
[0025] B4: Send the corresponding MPD to the client according to the MPD request message of the client, so that the
client acquires a required media segment according to the corresponding MPD.
[0026] This step has been described in detail in step A4, and therefore details are not provided herein.
[0027] In Embodiment 2, a live MPD request message sent by a client is received; a response message that includes
the MPD for the current time period is sent to the client, where the MPD further includes media presentation information
for another time period; a MPD request message exceeding a time range is received from the client; the corresponding
MPD is sent to the client according to the MPD request message of the client, so that the client acquires a required
media segment according to the corresponding MPD. In this manner, the client supports time shift and playback of a
larger time range, and at the same time, the size of the MPD is capable of remaining in an acceptable range.

Embodiment 3

[0028] Referring to FIG. 3, Embodiment 3 of the present invention provides a client, where the client may be disposed
in a user equipment (for example, a mobile terminal or a fixed set-top box), and the client includes a sending module
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301, a receiving module 302, a determining module 303, and an acquiring module 304.
[0029] The sending module 301 is configured to send a live MPD request message to a media server to request
acquisition of a live MPD, for example, according to a URL address for acquiring the live MPD. The MPD is updated
frequently, and therefore this step may be repeated multiple times as required.
[0030] The receiving module 302 is configured to receive a response message that includes the MPD for the current
time period and is returned by the media server, where the MPD further includes media presentation information corre-
sponding to another time period; this step has been described in detail in step A2, and therefore details are not provided
herein.
[0031] The determining module 303 is configured to determine that the moment of a media segment to be requested
currently exceeds the time range corresponding to the MPD, and determine, according to the media presentation infor-
mation for another time period, the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested
currently; this step has been described in detail in step A3, and therefore details are not provided herein.
[0032] The acquiring module 304 is configured to acquire the corresponding MPD according to the media presentation
information corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently, and request, from the media server according
to the acquired corresponding MPD, the media segment to be requested currently. This step has been described in
detail in step A4, and therefore details are not provided herein.
[0033] In an example of actual application, the client may further include a selecting module 305, configured to judge
whether multiple pieces of media presentation information corresponding to a time period that includes the moment of
the requested media segment exist in the MPD. If yes, the client may select one from the multiple pieces of media
presentation information according to a selection policy. The specific selection policy includes one or a combination of
the following: If the media presentation information includes availability time, the current time needs to satisfy the re-
quirement of the availability time; if time periods corresponding to the media presentation information overlap, the MPD
that includes the time period with the lowest overlap ratio to the time period of the local playlist maintained by the client
may be selected; and if time periods of several MPDs do not overlap with the time period of the local playlist or the
overlap ratios of time periods of several MPDs to the time period of the local playlist are the same, a piece of media
presentation information may be selected randomly.
[0034] In Embodiment 3, a sending module 301 sends a live MPD request message to a media server; a receiving
module 302 receives a response message that includes the MPD for the current time period and is returned by the
server; a determining module 303 determines that a media segment to be requested currently exceeds the time range
corresponding to the MPD, and determines, according to media presentation information for another time period, the
media presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently; and an acquiring module
304 acquires the corresponding MPD according to the media presentation information corresponding to the media
segment to be requested currently, and requests, from the media server according to the acquired corresponding MPD,
the media segment to be requested currently. In this manner, the client supports time shift and playback of a larger time
range, and at the same time, the size of the MPD is capable of remaining in an acceptable range.

Embodiment 4

[0035] Referring to FIG. 4, Embodiment 2 of the present invention provides a media server. The media server includes
a receiving module 401 and a sending module 402.
[0036] The receiving module 401 is configured to receive a live media presentation description MPD request message
sent by a client. The MPD is updated frequently, and therefore this step may be repeated multiple times as required.
The receiving module is further configured to receive an MPD request message sent by the client. When the client
acquires the URL address of the MPD from the MPD information returned by the server, and stores the URL address,
the receiving module receives a request for the MPD for a corresponding time period.
[0037] The sending module 402 is configured to send a response message that includes the MPD for the current time
period to the client, where the MPD further includes media presentation information for another time period. This step
has been described in detail in step A2, and therefore details are not provided herein. The sending module 402 is further
configured to send the MPD corresponding to the MPD request message to the client according to the MPD request
message sent by the client, so that the client acquires the corresponding media content according to the MPD. This step
has been described in detail in step A4, and therefore details are not provided herein.
[0038] In Embodiment 4, a receiving module 401 receives a live media presentation description information MPD
request message sent by a client; a sending module 402 sends a response message that includes the MPD for the
current time period to the client, where the response message includes media presentation information for another time
period; the receiving module 401 receives an MPD media presentation information request message sent by the client;
and the sending module 402 sends the MPD corresponding to the MPD request message to the client according to the
MPD request message, so that the client acquires the corresponding media content according to the MPD. In this manner,
the client supports time shift and playback of a larger time range, and at the same time, the size of the MPD is capable
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of remaining in an acceptable range.

Embodiment 5

[0039] Referring to FIG. 5, the embodiment of the present invention provides a method for more efficiently supporting
time shift in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution, involving a client and a media server. The specific steps
are as follows:

501: The client sends a live MPD request message to the media server.

[0040] The client requests acquisition of a live MPD, for example, constructs a request message according to the URL
address of the live MPD; and sends the constructed MPD request message to the media server.
[0041] 502: The server returns the currently latest MPD.
[0042] At the same time, the MPD further includes media presentation information for another time period. Another
time period herein may be classified into two cases:

(1) The client creates a local playlist completely based on the latest MPD currently acquired. In this case, a time
period out of the time interval [a, b],for example, a time period before time point "a" for live broadcast, included in
the current MPD, is referred to as another time period; (2) The client create a local playlist based on the latest MPD
currently acquired, and further based on a time period included in an MPD previously acquired. A client that accesses
after the live broadcast starts is capable of creating a playlist of all time periods within a range from the first MPD it
received to the currently latest MPD it receives. Assuming that the range is the time interval [a’,b] (wherein a’ ≤ a),
a time period out of the time interval [a’, b] (for example, < a’) is referred to as another time period. In another
example, a live broadcast client had accessed when the live broadcast started, but a local playlist it maintains has
a restriction on the total duration (for example, LocalListDuration). In this case, the time period it maintains is [b-
LocalListDuration, b], and a time period out of this time period is referred to as another time period.

[0043] 503: The client requests a media segment from the server.
[0044] The client processes the MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the URL address of a media
segment, and requests the media segment from the server according to the URL address.
[0045] 504: The server returns the media segment corresponding to the request to the client.
[0046] Herein, steps 501 and 502 and steps 503 and 504 may be repeated multiple times according to the implemen-
tation situation.
[0047] 505: The client requests a media segment that is in a time shift range but not included in the current MPD, and
determines, according to the media presentation information for another time period, the media presentation information
corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently.
[0048] As shown in FIG. 6, when the client requests a media segment for a time period that is in the time shift range
supported by a live broadcast server but not included in the currently latest MPD, for example, the current MPD includes
only media presentation description information for the latest 10 minutes, but the client wants to start watching at the
time point 20 minutes earlier than the current time, the existing technical solution fails to be implemented for a client that
creates a playlist only based on the current MPD or a client that is capable of creating a playlist according to all received
MPDs but just accesses the live broadcast.
[0049] 601: The client judges whether the requested media segment is included in the current MPD (or judges whether
the requested media segment is included in the local playlist in a situation where the local playlist is created not only
based on the current updated MPD). For example, the time range of the playlist maintained by the client is [a, b]. If the
start time of the requested media segment is c (c < a), the requested media segment exceeds the time range; and if the
start time of the requested media segment is d (a ≤ d ≤ b), the requested media segment does not exceed the time range.
[0050] 602: Judge whether the MPD provides media presentation information for another time period that is in the
time shift range but not included in the current MPD. For example, for time point c that exceeds the time range of the
current MPD, if time range [e, f] covered by media presentation information exists and the condition e ≤ c ≤ f is satisfied,
it is considered that the MPD provides such media presentation information, and the following process is continued;
otherwise, it is considered that MPD information satisfying the condition is not provided, and the client prompts the user
that the media segment at the requested time cannot be supported 606.
[0051] 603: Judge whether multiple pieces of media presentation information corresponding to the time period that
includes the moment of the requested media segment exist in the MPD. If yes, the client selects one from the multiple
pieces of MPD media presentation information according to a selection policy 604. This may be classified into multiple
cases: (1) If the MPD information further includes availability time (for example, availablilityStart; availabilityEnd is op-
tional), the current time needs to satisfy the requirement of the availability time; (2) if time periods overlap between
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MPDs, the MPD that includes the MPD time period with the lowest overlap ratio to the time period of the local playlist
maintained by the client may be selected; (3) if time periods of several MPDs do not overlap with the time period of the
local playlist or the overlap ratios of time periods of several MPDs to the time period of the local playlist are the same,
a piece of media presentation information may be selected randomly, for example, the first piece of media presentation
information that satisfies the condition, the piece of media presentation information whose start time is the closest to the
time of the requested media segment, or the piece of media presentation information whose start time has a greatest
time difference from the current time; (4) another possible selection policy.
[0052] For example, the currently latest MPD includes media presentation description information for 10 minutes from
50 minutes to 60 minutes after the live broadcast starts, and the live broadcast server supports duration of 30 minutes
for time shift. In this case, an example where additional MPD information included in the MPD is provided using XML
element <previousMPD> and media presentation information for another time period from 30 minutes to 50 minutes
after the live broadcast starts is provided is as follows:

[0053] Alternatively, each MPD for previous time periods includes only media presentation description information for
a 10-minute time period, and therefore information of two previous MPDs needs to be included. An example is as follows:
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[0054] 605: The client acquires the URL address of the corresponding MPD according to the media presentation
information.
[0055] 506: The client requests the MPD for the corresponding time period from the server according to the URL
address of the MPD obtained in step 505.
[0056] The client requests the MPD for the corresponding time period from the server according to the URL address
of the MPD obtained in step 505.
[0057] 507: The server returns the MPD corresponding to the request to the client.
[0058] The client processes the received MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the URL address of the
media segment, and adds the obtained playlist to the playlist locally maintained (or replaces the playlist locally maintained).
[0059] 508: The client requests the media segment from the server.
[0060] The client first constructs a corresponding media segment request according to the moment of the media
segment to be requested in step 505, and sends it to the server.
[0061] 509: The server returns the corresponding media segment to the client.
[0062] The server returns the media segment corresponding to the request.
[0063] Then, the client may sequentially request media segments following this media segment until the user performs
another play control operation, all media segments in the local playlist are requested and played, or an MPD update
occurs. Steps 508 and 509 may be repeated multiple times according to implementation.
[0064] In Embodiment 5, live MPD request message is sent to a media server; a response message that includes the
MPD for the current time period and is returned by the server is received, where the MPD further includes media
presentation information for another time period in a time shift range; a media segment to be requested currently is
determined to exceed the time range corresponding to the MPD, and the media presentation information corresponding
to the media segment to be requested currently is determined according to the media presentation information for another
time period; the corresponding MPD is acquired according to the media presentation information corresponding to the
media segment to be requested currently, and the media segment to be requested currently is requested from the media
server according to the acquired corresponding MPD. In this manner, the live broadcast server supports time shift of a
longer time period while only media presentation description information for a small part of time periods needs to be
included in the MPD, and information such as that for acquiring MPD including description information of media segments
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of other time periods is included in media presentation information. When necessary, the client may acquire MPD for a
corresponding time period using the media presentation information. In this manner, time shift and playback of a larger
time range are support, and at the same time, the size of the MPD is capable of remaining in an acceptable range.
[0065] In the preceding embodiment, media presentation information for another time period that is in the live broadcast
time shift range but not included in the currently latest MPD is provided in MPD. In this manner, the MPD provided by
the live broadcast server supports time shift of a comparatively large time range, and at the same time, the MPD does
not need to include media presentation description information for all time periods in the time shift duration, thereby
supporting time shift of a larger time range while not significantly increasing the size of the MPD and network overhead
of client processing, for example, reducing network load for the client to update the MPD. In this embodiment, the live
broadcast server may provide a required MPD for a previous time period and a corresponding media segment, and a
content preparation server provides the additional MPD information in an updated MPD.

Embodiment 7

[0066] When a client playbacks media content of a time period exceeding the time shift range of a server, a live
broadcast server may fail to provide media content exceeding its maintained time shift range, and a Video on Demand
(VoD, Video on Demand) server needs to provide a media segment exceeding the time shift range. In addition, in this
situation, live broadcast is not completed. Therefore, a complete Video on Demand service of corresponding media
presentation cannot be provided temporarily. In this situation, the part that has been broadcast may be divided according
to duration to provide several different Video on Demand programs, and MPD acquisition information of the Video on
Demand programs may be included in MPD. The client may perform seamless switching from the live broadcast to Video
on Demand according to the MPD acquisition information of these Video on Demand programs.
[0067] Referring to FIG. 7, the embodiment of the present invention provides a method for seamless switching between
live broadcast and Video on Demand in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution, involving a client, a live
broadcast server, and a Video on Demand server. The specific steps are as follows:

701: The client sends a live MPD request message to the live broadcast server.

[0068] The client requests acquisition of a live MPD, for example, constructs an MPD request message according to
a URL address for acquiring the live MPD.
[0069] 702: The live broadcast server returns the currently latest MPD.
[0070] At the same time, the MPD further includes MPD information for another time period. Another time period herein
may be classified into two cases:

(1) The client creates a local playlist completely based on the latest MPD currently acquired. In this case, a time
period out of the time interval [a, b],for example, a time period before time point "a" for live broadcast, included in
the current MPD, is referred to as another time period; (2) The client create a local playlist based on the latest MPD
currently acquired, and further based on a time period included in an MPD previously acquired. A client that accesses
after the live broadcast starts is capable of creating a playlist of all time periods within a range from the first MPD it
received to the currently latest MPD it receives. Assuming that the range is the time interval [a’, b] (wherein a’ ≤ a),
a time period out of the time interval [a’, b] (for example, < a’) is referred to as another time period. In another
example, a live broadcast client had accessed when the live broadcast started, but a local playlist it maintains has
a restriction on the total duration (for example, LocalListDuration). In this case, the time period it maintains is [b-
LocalListDuration, b], and a time period out of this time period is referred to as another time period.

[0071] 703: The client requests a media segment from the live broadcast server.
[0072] The client processes the live MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the URL address of a media
segment, and requests the media segment according to the URL address.
[0073] 704: The live broadcast server returns the media segment to the client.
[0074] Herein, steps 701 and 702 and steps 703 and 704 may be repeated multiple times according to the implemen-
tation situation.
[0075] 705: When requesting a media segment exceeding the time shift duration range that is supported by the live
broadcast server, the client determines, according to media presentation information of a Video on Demand MPD for
another time period exceeding the time shift range and including the moment of the media segment to be requested,
the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently, where the media
presentation information of the Video on Demand MPD is provided in the MPD; when the client needs to playback a
media segment of another time period exceeding the live broadcast time shift range, the live broadcast server may fail
to provide the media segment exceeding its maintained time shift range, and the corresponding Video on Demand server
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needs to provide the media segment exceeding the live broadcast time shift range. However, in this situation, the live
broadcast is not completed. Therefore, a complete Video on Demand service of corresponding media presentation
cannot be provided temporarily. In this situation, the part that has been broadcast may be divided according to duration
to provide several different Video on Demand programs, and media presentation information of the Video on Demand
programs may be included in the live MPD. The client may perform seamless switching from the live broadcast to Video
on Demand according to the media presentation information of these Video on Demand programs.
[0076] The client judges whether the MPD provides media presentation information of a Video on Demand MPD for
another time period exceeding the time shift range and including the moment of the media segment to be requested,
and if no media presentation information satisfying the condition is provided, prompts the user that the media segment
at the requested time cannot be supported; if media presentation information satisfying the condition exists, judges
whether multiple pieces of media presentation information satisfying the condition exist in the live MPD. If multiple pieces
of media presentation information satisfying the condition exist, the client selects one from the multiple pieces of media
presentation information according to the selection policy. This may be classified into multiple cases: (1) If the media
presentation information further includes availability time (for example, availablilityStart; availabilityEnd is optional), the
current time needs to satisfy the requirement of the availability time (for example, Video on Demand presentation including
a complete program cannot be provided before the live broadcast is completed, and therefore the requirement of its
availability time cannot be satisfied at present); (2) if time periods corresponding to multiple pieces of media presentation
information overlap, the piece of media presentation information corresponding to the time period with the lowest overlap
ratio to the time period of the local playlist maintained by the client may be selected; (3) if time periods corresponding
to several pieces of media presentation information do not overlap with the time period of the local playlist or the overlap
ratios of time periods corresponding to several pieces of media presentation information to the time period of the local
playlist are the same, a piece of media presentation information may be selected randomly, for example, the first piece
of media presentation information that satisfies the condition, the piece of media presentation information whose start
time is the closest to the time of the requested media segment, or the piece of media presentation information whose
start time has a greatest time difference from the current time; (4) another possible selection policy.
[0077] The client acquires the corresponding URL address of the Video on Demand MPD. The client may further
acquire the corresponding Video on Demand MPD using the acquired URL.
[0078] In an embodiment, assume that the live broadcast server provides 30-minute time shift duration. If content of
a time period prior to the 30-minute time shift duration also needs to be provided in Video on Demand mode, an example
where included additional media presentation information may be provided using XML element <relatedVoD>, and after
the live broadcast is performed for 90 minutes, Video on Demand media presentation information for the time period of
60 minutes after the live broadcast starts is provided.

[0079] Alternatively, each Video on Demand MPD includes only media presentation description information for a 30-
minute time period, and therefore media presentation information for two previous time periods needs to be included.
An example is as follows:
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[0080] Assuming that the total duration of live media presentation is 4 hours (its start time is "2010-05-01T18:00:00Z"),
Video on Demand media presentation information corresponding to the whole live media presentation may be provided
at the same time, but availability time needs to be included. An example is as follows:
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[0081] The live broadcast server and the Video on Demand server may be deployed separately or on the same server
as required.
[0082] 706: The client requests the MPD for a corresponding time period from the Video on Demand server.
[0083] 707: The Video on Demand server returns the MPD corresponding to the request to the client.
[0084] The client processes the received Video on Demand MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the
URL address of a media segment, and adds the obtained playlist to the playlist locally maintained (or replaces and
updates the playlist locally maintained).
[0085] 708: The client requests a media segment from the Video on Demand server.
[0086] The client first constructs a corresponding media segment request according to the moment of the media
segment to be requested in step 705, and sends it to the Video on Demand server.
[0087] 709: The Video on Demand server returns the media segment corresponding to the request to the client.
[0088] The Video on Demand server returns the media segment corresponding to the request.
[0089] Then, the client may sequentially request media segments following this media segment until the user performs
another play control operation, all media segments in the playlist are requested and played, or an MPD update occurs.
Therefore, steps 708 and 709 may be repeated multiple times according to the implementation situation.
[0090] In Embodiment 7, live MPD request message is sent to a live broadcast server; a response message that
includes the MPD for the current time period and is returned by the live broadcast server is received, where the MPD
further includes Video on Demand media presentation information for another time period; a media segment to be
requested currently is determined to exceed the time range corresponding to the live MPD, and the media presentation
information corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently is determined according to the Video on
Demand media presentation information for another time period; the corresponding Video on Demand MPD is acquired
according to the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently, and the
media segment to be requested currently is requested from a Video on Demand server according to the acquired
corresponding MPD. In this manner, the client supports playback of a larger time range, and at the same time, the size
of the MPD is capable of remaining in an acceptable range.
[0091] In Embodiment 8a, the MPD provides not only live media presentation information for another time period that
is in the live broadcast time shift range but not included in the currently latest MPD but also Video on Demand media
presentation information for a previous time period corresponding to live media presentation (that is, the MPD includes
elements <previousMPD> and <relatedVoD> at the same time). The client may select, according to the moment of a
media segment to be requested, media presentation information satisfying a time period requirement, obtain the corre-
sponding MPD, and request and play the corresponding media segment. For the process in this embodiment, reference
may be made to Embodiment 6 and Embodiment 7, and details are not provided herein.
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Embodiment 8

[0092] In another actual application process, for example, during a live broadcast process, a user performs, for example,
a pause or time shift operation, and then continues the watching. In this situation, the expiration time for a live broadcast
server to provide services has been exceeded, and therefore the live broadcast server cannot continue to provide
services. A client may switches, using MPD including related Video on Demand media presentation information, to the
Video on Demand service to continue the watching. For details, refer to the description in the following embodiment.
[0093] Referring to FIG. 8, the embodiment of the present invention provides a method for seamless switching between
live broadcast and Video on Demand in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution, involving a client, a live
broadcast server, and a Video on Demand server. The specific steps are as follows:

801: The client sends a live MPD request message to the live broadcast server.

[0094] The client requests acquisition of a live MPD, for example, constructs an MPD request message according to
the URL address of the live MPD.
[0095] 802: The live broadcast server returns the currently latest MPD.
[0096] At the same time, the MPD further includes Video on Demand media presentation information for another time
period. Another time period herein may be classified into two cases:

(1) The client creates a local playlist completely based on the latest MPD currently acquired. In this case, a time
period out of the time interval [a, b],for example, a time period before time point "a" for live broadcast, included in
the current MPD, is referred to as another time period; (2) The client create a local playlist based on the latest MPD
currently acquired, and further based on a time period included in an MPD previously acquired. A client that accesses
after the live broadcast starts is capable of creating a playlist of all time periods within a range from the first MPD it
received to the currently latest MPD it receives. Assuming that the range is the time interval [a’, b] (wherein a’ ≤ a),
a time period out of the time interval [a’, b] (for example, < a’) is referred to as another time period. In another
example, a live broadcast client had accessed when the live broadcast started, but a local playlist it maintains has
a restriction on the total duration (for example, LocalListDuration). In this case, the time period it maintains is [b-
LocalListDuration, b], and a time period out of this time period is referred to as another time period.

[0097] 803: The client requests a media segment from the live broadcast server.
[0098] The client processes the live MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the URL address of a media
segment, and requests the media segment according to the URL address.
[0099] 804: The live broadcast server returns the media segment to the client.
[0100] Herein, steps 801 and 802 and steps 803 and 804 may be repeated multiple times according to the implemen-
tation situation.
[0101] 805: After the client performs a pause or time shift operation, the expiration time of the live broadcast service
is exceeded when the media segment is requested again. Determine, according to the media presentation information
for another time period provided in the MPD, the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment
to be requested currently.
[0102] The detailed processing step is greatly similar to step 705 in FIG. 7, and the difference lies in the following:

(1) The media segment request of the client is not directly related to the progress of the live broadcast (because
the live broadcast has been completed). The media segment request is directly related to media presentation, that
is, an offset time value from the start time of the media presentation; (2) if the MPD includes Video on Demand
media presentation information of complete media presentation, the complete media presentation is available at
present.

[0103] 806: The client requests Video on Demand MPD for a corresponding time period from the Video on Demand
server.
[0104] 807: The Video on Demand server returns the MPD corresponding to the request to the client.
[0105] The client processes the received Video on Demand MPD to obtain a corresponding playlist and acquire the
URL address of a media segment, and adds the obtained playlist to the playlist locally maintained (or replaces and
updates the playlist locally maintained).
[0106] 808: The client requests a media segment from the Video on Demand server.
[0107] The client first constructs a corresponding media segment request according to the moment of the media
segment to be requested in step 805, and sends it to the Video on Demand server.
[0108] 809: The Video on Demand server returns the media segment corresponding to the request to the client.
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[0109] The Video on Demand server returns the media segment corresponding to the request.
[0110] Then, the client may sequentially request media segments following this media segment until the user performs
another play control operation, all media segments in the playlist are requested and played, or an MPD update occurs.
Steps 808 and 809 may be repeated multiple times according to the implementation situation.
[0111] In Embodiment 8, a live MPD request message is sent to a live broadcast server; a response message that
includes the MPD for the current time period and is returned by the live broadcast server is received, where the MPD
further includes Video on Demand media presentation information for another time period; it is determined that the
expiration time of the live broadcast service corresponding to the MPD has been exceeded when a media segment is
to be requested currently, and the media presentation information corresponding to the media segment to be requested
currently is determined according to the Video on Demand media presentation information for another time period; the
corresponding Video on Demand MPD is acquired according to the media presentation information corresponding to
the media segment to be requested currently, and the media segment to be requested currently is requested from the
media server according to the acquired corresponding MPD. In this manner, after the expiration time for the live broadcast
server to provide services is exceeded because the client performs, for example, a pause or time shift operation, the
client is capable of performing seamless switching from the live broadcast to Video on Demand and continuing to provide
media services.
[0112] According to the description of the preceding embodiments, persons of ordinary skill in the art should understand
that all or a part of the steps of the methods in the embodiments may be implemented by a program instructing relevant
hardware. The program may be stored in a computer readable storage medium. When the program runs, the steps of
the methods in the embodiments are performed. The storage medium may be a ROM/RAM, magnetic disk, an optical
disk, and the like.
[0113] The foregoing descriptions are merely exemplary embodiments of the present invention, but not intended to
limit the present invention. Therefore, the protection scope of the present invention shall be subject to the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for supporting time shift playback in an adaptive HTTP streaming transmission solution, comprising:

sending (501) a live media presentation description, MPD, request message to a media server;
receiving (502) a response message returned from the media server that comprises a current MPD for a current
time period, wherein the current MPD comprises media presentation information for previous time periods, and
the media presentation information for each previous time period comprises the previous time period and an
address of previous MPD for the previous time period;
determining (505) that a moment of a media segment to be requested currently exceeds a time range corre-
sponding to the current MPD, and determining, according to the media presentation information for previous
time periods, an address of previous MPD corresponding to the media segment to be requested currently; and
acquiring (507) the corresponding previous MPD according to the address of previous MPD, and requesting
(508), from the media server according to the acquired previous MPD, the media segment to be requested
currently.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein previous time period comprises at least one of the following cases:

a time period exceeding the current time period and in a time shift range that is maintained by the media server;
a time period after live media presentation starts and exceeding a time shift range that is maintained by a live
broadcast server; and
a time period exceeding expiration time of providing a live broadcast service after playing is restored from a
pause state or during time-shift watching.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the media presentation information for previous time period further
comprises availability time of the previous MPD.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein if multiple pieces of media presentation information corresponding to
previous time period exist, the method further comprises:

judging whether multiple pieces of media presentation information corresponding to previous time period and
satisfying a time requirement of the media segment to be requested exist in the current MPD; and
if yes, selecting, according to a selection policy, one of the multiple pieces of media presentation information
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corresponding to previous time periods.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the selecting, according to the selection policy, one of the multiple pieces
of media presentation information corresponding to previous time periods comprises the following:

if the media presentation information comprises availability time, the current time period needs to satisfy a
requirement of the availability time;
if time periods corresponding to the media presentation information overlap, the piece of media presentation
information corresponding to the time period with the lowest overlap ratio to the time period of a local playlist
maintained by a client is selected; and
if time periods corresponding to several pieces of media presentation information do not overlap with the time
period of the local playlist or the overlap ratios of time periods corresponding to several pieces of media pres-
entation to the time period of the local playlist are the same, a piece of media presentation information is selected
randomly.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the acquired corresponding previous MPD specifically is:

a live MPD for previous time period exceeding the time period corresponding to the current MPD and in a time
shift range that is maintained by the media server, wherein the live MPD is acquired from a live broadcast server;
and/or
a Video on Demand MPD for previous time period exceeding a time range that is maintained by a live broadcast
server, wherein the Video on Demand MPD is acquired from a Video on Demand server.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the Video on Demand MPD corresponding to the current live media
presentation specifically is:

a Video on Demand MPD comprising part of time periods of the live media presentation; or
a complete Video on Demand MPD comprising the whole time range of media presentation.

8. A client, comprising:

a sending module (301), configured to send an MPD request message to a media server;
a receiving module (302), configured to receive a response message returned from the media server that
comprises a current MPD for a current time period, wherein the current MPD further comprises media presen-
tation information for previous time periods, and the media presentation information for each previous time
period comprises the previous time period and an address of previous MPD for the previous time period;
a determining module (303), configured to determine that a moment of a media segment to be requested
currently exceeds a time range corresponding to the current MPD, and determine, according to the media
presentation information for previous time periods, an address of previous MPD corresponding to the media
segment to be requested currently; and
an acquiring module (304), configured to acquire the corresponding previous MPD according to the address of
previous MPD, and request, from the media server according to the acquired previous MPD, the media segment
to be requested currently.

9. The client according to claim 8, further comprising:

a selecting module (305), configured to: if the media presentation information comprises availability time, the
current time period needs to satisfy a requirement of the availability time;
if time periods corresponding to the media presentation information overlap, the piece of media presentation
information corresponding to the time period with the lowest overlap ratio to the time period of a local playlist
maintained by the client is selected; and
if time periods corresponding to several pieces of media presentation information do not overlap with the time
period of the local playlist or the overlap ratios of time periods corresponding to several pieces of media pres-
entation to the time period of the local playlist are the same, a piece of media presentation information is selected
randomly.
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Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Unterstützung von zeitversetzter Wiedergabe in einer adaptiven HTTP-Streaming-Übertragungslö-
sung, umfassend:

Senden (501) einer Nachricht zum Anfordern einer Live-Medienpräsentationsbeschreibung ("Media Presenta-
tion Description", MPD) an einen Medienserver;
Empfangen (502) einer Antwortnachricht, die von dem Medienserver zurückgesendet wird, die eine aktuelle
MPD für einen aktuellen Zeitraum umfasst, wobei die aktuelle MPD Medienpräsentationsinformationen für
vorangegangene Zeiträume umfasst,
und wobei die Medienpräsentationsinformation für jeden vorangegangenen Zeitraum den vorangegangenen
Zeitraum und eine Adresse einer vorangegangenen MPD für den vorangegangenen Zeitraum umfasst;
Bestimmen (505), dass ein Moment eines Mediensegments, das angefordert werden soll, derzeit einen Zeit-
bereich übersteigt, der der aktuellen MPD entspricht, und
Bestimmen, gemäß den Medienpräsentationsinformationen für vorangegangene Zeiträume, einer Adresse einer
vorangegangenen MPD, die dem aktuell anzufordernden Mediensegment entspricht; und
Beziehen (507) der entsprechenden vorangegangenen MPD gemäß der Adresse der vorangegangenen MPD
und Anfordern (508) des aktuell anzufordernden Mediensegments von dem Medienserver gemäß der bezoge-
nen vorangegangenen MPD.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der vorangegangene Zeitraum mindestens einen der folgenden Fälle umfasst:

einen Zeitraum, der länger ist als der aktuelle Zeitraum, und in einem Zeitverschiebungsbereich, der von dem
Medienserver beibehalten wird;
einen Zeitraum nach Beginn der Live-Medienpräsentation und länger als ein Zeitverschiebungsbereich, der von
einem Live-Sendeserver beibehalten wird; und
einen Zeitraum länger als eine Ablaufzeit für das Bereitstellen eines Live-Sendedienstes, nachdem die Wie-
dergabe aus einem Pausenzustand oder während des zeitversetzten Sehens wieder aufgenommen worden ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Medienpräsentationsinformation für den vorangegangenen Zeitraum ferner
eine Verfügbarkeitszeit der vorangegangenen MPD umfasst.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei, wenn mehrere Medienpräsentationsinformationen vorhanden sind, die dem
vorangegangenen Zeitraum entsprechen, das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

Beurteilen, ob mehrere Medienpräsentationsinformationen in der aktuellen MPD vorhanden sind, die einem
vorangegangenen Zeitraum entsprechen und die eine Zeitanforderung des anzufordernden Mediensegments
erfüllen; und
falls ja, Auswählen, gemäß einer Auswahlstrategie, einer der mehreren Medienpräsentationsinformationen, die
vorangegangenen Zeiträumen entsprechen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Auswählen, gemäß der Auswahlstrategie, einer der mehreren Medienprä-
sentationsinformationen, die vorangegangenen Zeiträumen entsprechen, Folgendes umfasst:

falls die Medienpräsentationsinformation eine Verfügbarkeitszeit umfasst, muss der aktuelle Zeitraum einer
Anforderung der Verfügbarkeitszeit genügen;
falls sich Zeiträume, die der Medienpräsentationsinformation entsprechen, überschneiden, wird die Medienprä-
sentationsinformation ausgewählt, die dem Zeitraum mit dem geringsten Überschneidungsverhältnis zu dem
Zeitraum einer lokalen Wiedergabeliste, die von einem Client vorgehalten wird, entspricht; und
falls sich Zeiträume, die mehreren Medienpräsentationsinformationen entsprechen, nicht mit dem Zeitraum der
lokalen Wiedergabeliste überschneiden oder die Überschneidungsverhältnisse von Zeiträumen, die mehreren
Medienpräsentationsinformationen entsprechen, zu dem Zeitraum der lokalen Wiedergabeliste identisch sind,
wird eine Medienpräsentationsinformation zufällig ausgewählt.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die bezogene entsprechende, vorangegangene MPD speziell Folgendes ist:

eine Live-MPD für einen vorangegangenen Zeitraum, der länger ist als der Zeitraum,
der der aktuellen MPD entspricht, und in einem Zeitverschiebungsbereich liegt, der von dem Medienserver
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beibehalten wird, wobei die Live-MPD von einem Live-Sendeserver bezogen wird; und/oder
eine Video-on-Demand-MPD für einen vorangegangenen Zeitraum, der länger ist als ein Zeitbereich, der von
einem Live-Sendeserver beibehalten wird, wobei die Video-on-Demand-MPD von einem Video-on-Demand-
Server bezogen wird.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Video-on-Demand-MPD, die der aktuellen Live-Medienpräsentation ent-
spricht, speziell Folgendes ist:

eine Video-on-Demand-MPD, die einen Teil der Zeiträume der Live-Medienpräsentation umfasst; oder
eine vollständige Video-on-Demand-MPD, die den gesamten Zeitbereich der Medienpräsentation umfasst.

8. Client, umfassend:

ein Sendemodul (301), das dafür ausgelegt ist, eine MPD-Anforderungsnachricht an einen Medienserver zu
senden;
ein Empfangsmodul (302), das dafür ausgelegt ist, eine Antwortnachricht zu empfangen, die von dem Medien-
server zurückgesendet wird und die eine aktuelle MPD für einen aktuellen Zeitraum umfasst, wobei die aktuelle
MPD ferner Medienpräsentationsinformationen für vorangegangene Zeiträume umfasst, und
wobei die Medienpräsentationsinformation für jeden vorangegangenen Zeitraum den vorangegangenen Zeit-
raum und eine Adresse einer vorangegangenen MPD für den vorangegangenen Zeitraum umfasst;
ein Bestimmungsmodul (303), das dafür ausgelegt ist zu bestimmen, dass ein Moment eines Mediensegments,
das angefordert werden soll, derzeit länger ist als ein Zeitbereich, der der aktuellen MPD entspricht, und gemäß
den Medienpräsentationsinformationen für vorangegangene Zeiträume eine Adresse einer vorangegangenen
MPD zu bestimmen, die dem aktuell anzufordernden Mediensegment entspricht; und
ein Bezugsmodul (304), das dafür ausgelegt ist, die entsprechende vorangegangene MPD gemäß der Adresse
der vorangegangenen MPD zu beziehen und das aktuell anzufordernde Mediensegment von dem Medienserver
gemäß der bezogenen vorangegangenen MPD anzufordern.

9. Client nach Anspruch 8, ferner umfassend:

ein Auswahlmodul (305), das für Folgendes ausgelegt ist: falls die Medienpräsentationsinformation eine Ver-
fügbarkeitszeit umfasst, muss der aktuelle Zeitraum einer Anforderung der Verfügbarkeitszeit genügen;
falls sich Zeiträume, die der Medienpräsentationsinformation entsprechen, überschneiden, wird die Medienprä-
sentationsinformation ausgewählt, die dem Zeitraum mit dem geringsten Überschneidungsverhältnis zu dem
Zeitraum einer lokalen Wiedergabeliste, die von dem Client vorgehalten wird, entspricht; und
falls sich Zeiträume, die mehreren Medienpräsentationsinformationen entsprechen, nicht mit dem Zeitraum der
lokalen Wiedergabeliste überschneiden oder die Überschneidungsverhältnisse von Zeiträumen, die mehreren
Medienpräsentationsinformationen entsprechen, zu dem Zeitraum der lokalen Wiedergabeliste identisch sind,
wird eine Medienpräsentationsinformation nach dem Zufallsprinzip ausgewählt.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour prendre en charge une lecture en décalage dans une solution de transmission en flux continu HTTP
adaptive comprenant les étapes suivantes :

envoyer (501) un message de demande de description de présentation multimédia en direct, MPD, à un serveur
multimédia ;
recevoir (502) un message de réponse renvoyé depuis le serveur multimédia qui comprend une MPD en cours
pour une période de temps en cours, où la MPD en cours comprend des informations de présentation multimédia
pour des périodes de temps antérieures, et les informations de présentation multimédia pour chaque période
de temps antérieure comprennent la période de temps antérieure et une adresse de MPD antérieure pour la
période de temps antérieure ;
déterminer (505) qu’un moment d’un segment multimédia à demander dépasse actuellement une plage de
temps correspondant à la MPD en cours, et déterminer, conformément aux informations de présentation mul-
timédia pour des périodes de temps antérieures, une adresse de MPD antérieure correspondant au segment
multimédia à demander actuellement ; et
acquérir (507) la MPD antérieure correspondante conformément à l’adresse de la MPD antérieure, et demander
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(508), auprès du serveur multimédia, conformément à la MPD antérieure acquise, le segment multimédia à
demander actuellement.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la période de temps antérieure comprend au moins un des cas
suivants :

une période de temps dépassant la période de temps en cours et dans une plage de décalage qui est maintenue
par le serveur multimédia ;
une période de temps qui se situe après que la présentation multimédia en direct a commencé et dépassant
une plage de décalage qui est maintenue par l’intermédiaire d’un serveur de diffusion en direct ; et
une période de temps dépassant un temps d’expiration pour fournir un service de diffusion en direct après
qu’une lecture a été restaurée, à partir d’un état de pause ou au cours d’un visionnage en décalage.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les informations de présentation multimédia, pour une période de
temps antérieure, comprennent en outre un temps de disponibilité de la MPD antérieure.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel si plusieurs éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia
correspondant à une période de temps antérieure existent, le procédé comprend en outre les étapes suivantes :

juger si plusieurs éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia correspondant à une période de temps
antérieure et satisfaisant une contrainte de temps du segment multimédia à demander existent dans la MPD
en cours ; et
dans l’affirmative, sélectionner, conformément à une politique de sélection, un élément parmi la pluralité d’élé-
ments d’informations de présentation multimédia correspondant à des périodes de temps antérieures.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la sélection, conformément à la politique de sélection, d’un élément
parmi la pluralité d’éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia correspondant à des périodes de temps
antérieures comprend les cas de figure suivants :

si les informations de présentation multimédia comprennent un temps de disponibilité, la période de temps en
cours doit satisfaire une contrainte relative au temps de disponibilité ;
si des périodes de temps correspondant aux informations de présentation multimédia se chevauchent, l’élément
d’informations de présentation multimédia correspondant à la période de temps ayant le ratio de chevauchement
le plus bas par rapport à la période de temps d’une liste de lecture locale maintenue par un client, est sélectionné ;
et
si des périodes de temps correspondant à plusieurs éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia ne
chevauchent pas la période de temps de la liste de lecture locale ou si les ratios de chevauchement de périodes
de temps correspondant à plusieurs éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia par rapport à la période
de temps de la liste de lecture locale sont identiques, un élément d’informations de présentation multimédia
est sélectionné de manière aléatoire.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la MPD antérieure correspondante acquise est, spécifiquement :

une MPD en direct pour une période de temps antérieure dépassant la période de temps correspondant à la
MPD en cours et dans une plage de décalage qui est maintenue par le serveur multimédia, où la MPD en direct
est acquise à partir d’un serveur de diffusion en direct ; et/ou
une MPD de vidéo à la demande pour une période de temps antérieure dépassant une plage de temps qui est
maintenue par un serveur de diffusion en direct, où la MPD de vidéo à la demande est acquise depuis un
serveur de vidéo à la demande.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la MPD de vidéo à la demande correspondant à la présentation
multimédia en direct en cours est, spécifiquement :

une MPD de vidéo à la demande comprenant une partie de périodes de temps de la présentation multimédia
en direct ; ou
une MPD de vidéo à la demande complète comprenant la totalité de la plage de temps de la présentation
multimédia.
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8. Client, comprenant :

un module d’envoi (301), configuré pour envoyer un message de demande de MPD à un serveur multimédia ;
un module de réception (302), configuré pour recevoir un message de réponse renvoyé depuis le serveur
multimédia qui comprend une MPD en cours pour une période de temps en cours, où la MPD en cours comprend
en outre des informations de présentation multimédia pour des périodes de temps antérieures, et les informations
de présentation multimédia pour chaque période de temps antérieure comprennent la période de temps anté-
rieure et une adresse de MPD antérieure pour la période de temps antérieure ;
un module de détermination (303), configuré pour déterminer qu’un moment d’un segment multimédia à de-
mander dépasse actuellement une plage de temps correspondant à la MPD en cours, et pour déterminer,
conformément aux informations de présentation multimédia pour des périodes de temps antérieures, une adres-
se de MPD antérieure correspondant au segment multimédia à demander actuellement ; et
un module d’acquisition (304), configuré pour acquérir la MPD antérieure correspondante conformément à
l’adresse de MPD antérieure, et pour demander, auprès du serveur multimédia, conformément à la MPD an-
térieure acquise, le segment multimédia à demander actuellement.

9. Client selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre :

un module de sélection (305), configuré pour : si les informations de présentation multimédia comprennent un
temps de disponibilité, la période de temps en cours doit satisfaire une contrainte relative au temps de
disponibilité ;
si des périodes de temps correspondant aux informations de présentation multimédia se chevauchent, l’élément
d’informations de présentation multimédia correspondant à la période de temps ayant le ratio de chevauchement
le plus bas par rapport à la période de temps d’une liste de lecture locale maintenue par un client, est sélectionné ;
et
si des périodes de temps correspondant à plusieurs éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia ne
chevauchent pas la période de temps de la liste de lecture locale ou si les ratios de chevauchement de périodes
de temps correspondant à plusieurs éléments d’informations de présentation multimédia par rapport à la période
de temps de la liste de lecture locale sont identiques, un élément d’informations de présentation multimédia
est sélectionné de manière aléatoire.
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